
COUNTRY E 2021
Medium to late without clover

Intensive cutting on mineral and peat soils

Profile
Due to the high share of English Ryegrass, best qualities and high yields can be achieved. The combination of
intermediate and late English Ryegrass with peat soil suitability offers high energy densities. Timothy is winterhardy and
provides the necessary structure in the forage.

 High energy density

 Flexible in use

 Peat soil suitability

 Winterhardy timothy

Components
60%60% Lolium perenne (intermediate)

Euroconquest, Explosion

25%25% Phleum pratense
Aturo, Lischka

15%15% Lolium perenne (late)
Valerio

If individual varieties are not available, they are replaced by equivalent ones.

Sowing pattern
New sowing, Overseeding

Locations
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All specified informations, recommendations and representations mentioned here are made to the best of our knowledge and belief, but
without guarantee of completeness or accuracy. We cannot guarantee that the properties described are repeatable. All information is
provided as an aid to decision-making. Deutsche Saatveredelung AG excludes adhesion for damage or claims for damages, resulting of the
use for the variety specified in this description. Mixture compositions may change if individual varieties are not available. As of 07/2023.
Subject to change without notice.

Locations
DryDry +   

NormalNormal +  +  +

WetWet +  +  +

Peat SoilPeat Soil +  +  +

AltitudeAltitude +  +  +

Usage
GrazingGrazing +  +  +

Grazing and cuttingGrazing and cutting +  +  +

CuttingCutting +  +  +

+++ = highly suitable | ++ = suitable | + = conditionally suitable | - = not given

Cultivation notes
New sowingNew sowing 35 kg/ha

OverseedingOverseeding 15 - 20 kg/ha

Overseeding, several times perOverseeding, several times per
yearyear

7 - 10 kg/ha

Usage per yearUsage per year 3 - 5

UsageUsage Medium late, Suitable for overseeding in bog locations, Suitable for
overseeding at high altitudes
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